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NEW MONTH, NEW ME
Well, maybe new month, old me. Now that I have recovered from my bicycle accident (I
think/hope), I resumed a life of not taking it easy. June 1st I bought a bus pass for the
month to motivate me to stop driving the 30 mile round trip to work each day. I also
invested in a new folding bike with 18 speeds instead of 1 to make the 20 or so miles a
week on my bicycle more enjoyable.

Work has started to pick up too. It
is puppy/kitty/construction
season. Just when I started my
weekend job at KC Pet Project, I
was assigned to a project to help
collect data on over 900 storm
sewer structures in the Kansas
City, KS area that are prone to
flooding. This means weeks of
opening up, climbing in, and
taking measurements in the
sweltering Kansas heat. I haven't
been this exhausted since college
and it's extremely satisfying.

After watching a documentary called Earthlings (click here to watch) and crying for a solid
hour and a half, I have adopted a vegetarian lifestyle after multiple attempts. Seeing the
graphic and cruel treatment involved when slaughtering animals was very persuasive.
Veganism is on the horizon, but that is a topic for another month.

This month I challenge you to get back into a healthy habit that has fallen by the wayside.
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"Tuxedos on the Subway"
Lately, I feel as though I've had to defend my life choices. For example, "Eat
meat! Everyone else does. You aren't going to make a difference by yourself."
or, "Will you guys stop picking trash up off the ground?" I make a point never
to tell others how to live or not live their lives, I prefer to live by example (if
anything). It is important to be able to justify my behaviors so that I can have a
meaningful conversation instead of shrugging and saying, "I dunno, guess I'm
just WEIRD." So here is my justification for taking the bus/riding my bike.

The environment .

By taking the bus, it reduces the number of vehicles on the

road therefore reducing congestion and pollutants released into the
atmosphere. Because the bus is going to run whether I ride it or not. It also
means less parking is required in urban centers, making more room for
businesses, residences, and green space.

Society .

Not everyone is fortunate enough to have their own transportation.

This can be for a variety of reasons including age, disability, or finance. It
provides transit dependent populations access to jobs, groceries,
entertainment, etc. Plus it produces jobs! By supporting this community asset, I
am indirectly helping those who rely on transit.
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This lifestyle has had a tremendous impact on both my physical and

mental health. I am walking and biking every day so I am not reliant on the gym
to get exercise. Simply not driving lowered my stress levels and lets me read,
listen to music/podcasts, meditate, knit in transit. Sometimes I just look out
the window and find new places I want to explore.

Community.

Interacting with people and viewing streets I wouldn't otherwise

makes me feel more connected to Kansas City. My bus driver knows my stops,
notices when I get a new bicycle, and when I take a day off. I overhear and
participate in interesting conversations with transit regulars and strangers.

I fully understand and respect that this is not for everyone. Personally, riding
public transportation reminds me of my college days in the NYC area and even
my childhood in Lawrence. There were times when my mom and I did not have
a functioning car and we were dependent on the Lawrence T Bus. It felt
normal, it still feels normal. Most importantly, it does not negatively affect my
responsibilities. I still make it to work on time and have the flexibility to stay
late if needed.

For those of you interested in the origins of the phrase "Tuxedos on the
Subway" or a more well put together and convincing argument for public
transportation, I encourage you to read "Street Smart: The Rise of Cities and
the Fall of Cars" by Sam Schwartz (former Traffic Commissioner for New York
City). You can probably find a copy at your library!

Fat $tack$
saving money and getting out of debt*
track monthly income and expenses

do not live outside your means

(see attached spreadsheet)

limit: drinking at bars, eating out

set up an automatic transfer to your

(including coffee), buying random crap

savings account

use your local library!

transfer half of remaining income to

do not buy cable TV. you will never

savings and other half to loans

watch it.

the "Mint" app for those of you

combine driving trips or ride a bike

unimpressed by my spreadsheet

fix credit if you need to

"Acorns" app rounds purchases to the

(creditkarma.com)

nearest dollar and transfers to your

good credit = lower insurance, lower

savings account

interest rates, and larger credit line

*privilege check: I am a white, college educated person with a full time career and a
weekend job. these tips work well for me, but may not necessarily work best for everyone
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The Leaky Pipeline
Following May’s “No New Friends” article, I am excited to announce that I have made new
friends! They are summer engineering interns at my company. I have become particularly
close with one, since she is the intern for the Surveying Department. It was so refreshing
to have someone to work with out in the field that I could relate to. We quickly bonded
over experiences of sexual harassment, mental health, and overalls.

Being around others who are
similar to us (in appearances,
beliefs, backgrounds, etc) makes
us feel more comfortable. We can
understand them without much
explaining. It is easy to relate to
people who have experienced life
like us. And while I do believe it is
important to expose yourself to
other points of view, the
environment of my office is
starting to be exhausting.

To be able to have reasonable conversations about personal beliefs, it must be two-sided
and there must be some level of empathy.

Many of my coworkers enjoy “giving people shit,” which I can tolerate most of the time.
However, that sort of behavior can affect you—if something is said to you enough times, it
becomes more believable. It emphasizes that voice in your head that says “I’m not good
enough, I’m not strong enough, I’m not this enough.” The taunting is annoying and petty.
“Girl” and “gay” are almost daily used as insults and speaking up against that has done
nothing. This is not about political correctness, but about not being an asshole to your
coworkers. This is why women leave STEM fields.

Maybe I’m being too sensitive. But let me tell you a little secret: men are sensitive too! The
same week my grandfather died, half of the office was involved in a parking lot fiasco.
One of the young men parked his truck too close to another employee’s sports car.
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There were pictures taken and words exchanged. Then, the same man who told me I
“could never handle the physical aspects of surveying” decided to involve our boss in the
drama, because two full grown men couldn’t handle this situation themselves. Which
turned into more yelling. I had to listen to this all day.

It is especially frustrating to hear the same people who said, “you should cut him some
slack because he was drunk,” or “he’s not the most politically correct,” or “you can’t let
little things get to you” complain about a parking spot. This is why women leave STEM
fields. This is why women leave jobs PERIOD. I am sick of trying to explain myself to
people who do not care or listen.

I try to focus on the positive (and realistic) things. My job is not everything. There are
people in my company and in my department who understand and support me. Ultimately,
I have the power to change things if I so desire. Because I deserve to be surrounded by
people who respect me, or at least give me the opportunity to try the physical aspect of
my job before completely discounting me. So I remain hopeful that things will get better—
for me and for anyone struggling with daily irritations or harassment. Time is up!
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recommendations
books
Call Me By Your Name//Andre Aciman
The Interpretation of Dreams//Sigmund Freud
Fellowship of the Ring//J.R.R. Tolkein
The Winter People//Jennifer McMahon
Stranger in a Strange Land//Robert A. Heinlein
12 Rules for Life: An Antidote to Chaos//Jordan Peterson
The Hobbit//J.R.R. Tolkein

tv/movies
Westworld
The Handmaid's Tale
Legion
Shrek (10/10 film)
Jane the Virgin
The Crown
"i haven't watched tv in six weeks and it feels AMAZING"

food
Roasted Vegetable Tortellini with Pesto
Mulberry Pie
a "BOMB ASS EGG WHITE PROTEIN SHAKE"
cold soaked food (submitted from the Appalachian Trail)

places
Perrysburg, Ohio: "I like it because it grounds me and sometimes you just
need to be back where you grew up"
Knuckleheads Saloon, KCMO: "Atmosphere is fantastic"
Nashville, TN: "surprisingly progressive...live music playing through the
streets...every bar you can think of...everything for everyone. fantastic gay
and lesbian bars."
Bonnaroo, TN: "positivity and nice people/atmosphere"
Silverball Museum, Delray Beach, FL: "arcade full of vintage games and
beer"
Tiorati Lake, NY: "south of the AT, grassy sunny and rocky like the shire, BUT
there is a mama bear and two baby bears lurking about the fingerboard
shelter and they WILL terrorize you for food"

future topics
education and children. getting them re-engaged in our world
advice column: readers submit questions and we all respond
how to find a hobby and stick with it
how we spend our time (free time, days, lives)
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Something to look forward to: Volume 4
Even though we mourn the loss of my grandfather (pictured below),
my family has grown. I celebrate the addition of an uncle, a father,
two brothers, a sister, a sister-in-law, a niece-in-law, a nephew,
grandparents, and even more. If this sounds confusing, that is
because it is confusing and beautiful. Read all about it next month!

